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We have discussed the skirmish at the Star & Carter Hotel, Richmond,
on Friday evening, 12 May, where the British Lions rugby team had
assembled prior to leaving later in the evening for South Africa.
Folios la-C describe the entire chain of events leading to the arrest
of 14 individuals, which unfortunately included one of our Speoial
Operations team HN298

:51

Faced with an awkward dilemma for so young an officer, I feel that
U2. 1)91N29d acted with refreshing initiative, as a result of which he
muii-nO4 have both feet inside the door of this group of anarchistorientated extremists under the control and direction of Ernest RODEER.
This man has been a thorn in the flesh for several years now, having
had no fewer than 14 court appearances prior to 1963 for offences
he was considered to be a menace at the
involving public disorder.
time of the protest demonstrations taking place in this country
concerning the Springboks rugby tour in 1969 and the Stop the 70s Tour
in 1970,
t?1
South African cricket

the MCC decided to cancel the
our and the heat was taken out of the situation.

You will recall that more recently this group threatened, during the
course of the Young Liberals Conference, to carry out some form of
sabotage action against the mining equipment of the Rio Tinto Zinc Co
in Snowdonia, and it would now appear that they are bent on a campaign
of more 'mayhem'.
L41
I therefore feel that rather than have-D4JD042981withdraw from this
field in which he has now clearly ensconcia-Erieelf, we should take
advantage of the situation to keep abroast of their intentions.
[j
]
Inspectortily2R4J is confident that our officer can do this job.
have qqasstq the question of the eventual court proceedings with
1. jboth 141-11N294 ;and DS Smith, and at the moment they are waiting to
see what-OlikEff-nod company decide to do.
The 14 persons arrested
have all been bailed to 14 June and it is anticipated that RODEIR will
convene a meeting in the very near future to discuss what their tactics
should be.
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We have discussed the problems posed by DCf_HN298's:arrest,
which I regard merely as one of the bazardii -iiiiialted with
the valuable type of work he is doing.
There is absolutely
no criticism of the officer.
rd:
Provided the charges againstiHN298!and the others arrested
with him remain as at presentriffthlated, then we should not
l!jrun into difficulties and[mmqjwill have to go through with
it.
On the other hand, .f we learn that more serious charges
may be preferred, eg conspiracy, then we shall have to reconsider the whole position.
Please ensure that DI HN294
reports to you immediately any developments in that iwspéttrI have informed ACC verbally of the situation.
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Sir,
With reference to Special Branch memorandum
of 16.5.72 and attachments concerning the arrest of
fourteen demonstrators against the English Rugby XV's
departure for South Africa:
The attached copy Special Branch report of
14th Zune, 1972 shows that the defendants appeared at
Mortlake Magistrates' Court on that day and seven
(inci-uding our man) were dealt with for obstruction of
the highway and obstructing police: each was fined £2
with £10 costs on the first charge and conditionally
discharged to be of good behaviour for 12 months on
the second.
The remaining seven asked for their cases to
be heard at a higher court and have been further
remanded until 28.6.72.

In the event, it was not

necessary for our man to apply for legal aid.
The case should prove beneficial to us

in

that 0 C

HN298,has proved himself to the extremists
and may well become privy to subsequent mischief; at
the same time, his being bound over is a ready made
excuse for avoiding further arrest.

26.6.72
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Reference to Papers

1.
/ was present at Xortlake Magistrates' Court
at 10am today when the undermentioned 14 IJersons
appeared before the Bench of Justices on charges
arising from incidents during a demonstration hold
in the vicinity of The Star & Garter Hotel,
Nightingale Lane, Richmond, on 12.5.72, on the
occasion of the departure of the English Rugby Team
for their tour of South Africa.

A00/72/2da
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The accused were as follows:-

Privacy

Christabel Barbara GURNEY
i

Privacy

.!:rnest RODIalit
Aaohas.L.Pater_SCOTT
i
Privacy
'
afilafH6H-VIViiidi-aUSZ5dEAD

i
•

i
i

All fourteen defendants were charged with
3.
_hlgtv?m, obstruction and, with the exception of
Lpilysaj, also faced charges of obstruction of Police
in the excecution of their duty.
Privacy
1
j elected to stand trial for a
4.
separati-bharge dfariVing a motor vehicle in a manner
dangerous to other road users, Finding from the came
incident, and was bailed in the sum of £50 to appear
at the Crown Court in Surbiton.
An additional charge
against him of driving without due care and attention
was adjourned sine die.
5.
The MfAnfunta_mleaAal_Inot
lly Isi_111_;ti:e
_ _.0.hrgAs.and
a
!
Privacy
L_Privacy_4 RaKER-aES-RUSUNHEAD-hab-Ilibir cases
iiiMurned to 10am on 28.6.72.

81

04

6
At the concia#2.111_43.r.tte_woceedingo TEM4at___,
IGURY3Y, 1
SCOTT andL Pdvag_ !
Privacy
!
Privacy
Wdfd-alI l'aiHd guilty br-hrgb-Way-obstruction, fined a
each and ordered to pay £10 each in costs.
They were
also found guilty of obstructing Police and were
conditionally discharged to be of good behaviour for 12
months.
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Special Branch references are given in the
ahed Appendix.

Detective Cortable.

Submitted:

r.
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;DATED -1.t76.772, CONCERNING
APPENDIX TO SPECIAL RhANCh
PPOCELDINGS AT MORTLAKE MAGISTRATES' COURT ON THAT DAY.

Privacy

Christabel GURNEY

RF. 405/70/17,

Privacy
L._
Ernest ROMER

RP. 405/60/522

Jonathan Vivian ROSENHEAD

HP. 405/68/166

Michael Peter SCOTT

568/UNREG/694A

Privacy
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Commander 'Operations'

Sir,
The attached report outlines the events leading
to the arrest of fourteen persons for obstruction at the
'Star & Garter' hotel in Richmond on 12th May, 1972.

Full

details of the persons arrested are contained in a copy of
D.S. Smith's

report of the court proceedings.

12
.1
D.C.! MN2SEWS" squad (E0 Michael SCOTT) has penetrated
the 'Commitment Group' of Young Liberals - a group of individuals who are more anarchist than anything else - who, although
they do not appear actually to have committed offences, threaten
to do so e.g. sabotage of industrial equipment of which you
are aware.

Most„_if_not all, are members of the Young Liberal
D.C.1HN298's branch is Putney Y.Ls - by coincidence

Movement.

that of Peter MAIN.
On Friday, 12th May D.C. ;_HN2Whad occasion to
telephone HAIN's home where Mrs MAIN (Peter HAIN's mother) told
him that if he were interested in doing something positive he
should go forthwith to No Rumbold Road, S.W.6.
did so and the realt is as stated in his report.
,•

D.C.LttiggUA

D. 211-1N2981was faced with a difficult decision:
whether on learning of the extremists' plans, to withdraw and
inform me so that counter-measures could be taken, which would
almost certainly have exposed him at the very least as a police
informant, or to go along with them in the hope that he would
learn more of what seems to be a new combination of extremists.
He chose to do the latter and was subsequently arrested with
them.

He was led to this decision by the fact that, although

he did not know any of the people involved, he was aware that
RODKKR held been a key figure in the spectacular antics of the
Stop the Seventy Tour Campaign which had resulted in large scale
disorder, and got the impression that other, perhaps more nefariou
activities would be attempted if this current demonstration was
successful.
No accurate e 6

a new combination can
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yet be made, but significantly seven of those arrested have
Special Branch record files.
120
The decision on whicKI Should be obliged for your
guidance is whether D.C.LHN298_Should continue his attempt to
learn more of them.

To do this he will probably have to apply,
as they are doing, for legal aid and attend meetings with all
those arrested to discuss tactics etc.

Whilst I am reasonably

v--;confident that D.C.F;ii,iiiiicould, with assistance, carry this
?
off, there is, of course the potential of embarrasment to
police if his true identity should ever be disclosed.
Alternatively, he could disappear from the political
scene.
Both are technically possible but if the latter
decision Is reached we would lose intelligence coverage

of
what in the past has been a troublesome area of the public order

field.

1 6.5.72

Detective Inspector.
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Bailie* Rugby IT.

rbe following Information has been received from a reliable
0011/0111-

?our

RIFferene•

to Papers

1. 00a Pride?, 12.5.,2 free 1.50 pm tatil 5.15 pm atLF)ilumbeld
Mod, /Nahum 8114, the home of grsio MISR, a mortis* vie- held to
diocese eetiom imod at delaying the doper** of the Anglin
• Ina* XV from *air Ilshemmed hotel, the 'Star gad darts,* lona
somnalt for it to pries iapoosible for them to adhere to their
6.15 pa f11.7ht schedule.

2
. nitre were 21._payppoo_orepent at the *sting, all of whoa with
the oreeptiaa Of
Privacy imer PartiaPatim it the
a:tivitiee around-rrer.nostr.s7.--:
,
:veryore there appeared to /Mew
RODEBR but zany of the number were not known to each other. There
appeared to be only a am,11 group of Uses or four who had actually
boon involved fri* the beginning in the planning of what might corrottly be deeerited as a .Jittery Style opIratiou. MAAR -the .ger_nettro, of this proup whith al* libellant Jonathan ROSZSdia
'
84:Privacy!
RODUR, with the kelp of • fairly esourate Mad 4rava
of the relevant part of Iichmoml, indiosted where pooplo sad
cora should be positional scoordIng to the tare Of sweats, and
outlined a vatiott of manoeuvres dosirrod to dope with soot
evwtui1ities.

3.

111)

4. After sone discussion about who Dhcailli fill %bat rola*, which
was gators** he a large *stoat by whothex._.or_thet_ther_bad, a oar
which *old WI wood, it was agreed that
Privacy "uld bit
. It vas their job to hard-orr-tme-Tdoz"sapply
the 'strikers,
to the kIngland Ruabyctecmc_ccorlt.nr,othervise immobilise it, and
then to indicate to _
i
Privacy_ who would be playing football
in a nearby
tilli1-11-tifir
?bey In turn sOuld •
wait_mata,k_tkp_playere began to board the coach and them indicate
to
who would be stationod on liebnerd Nill.,1**atese
'PT
desi7b0*-17bWIT: It was hie ,}1,1> to inform ;Mesa sad F)
rIVRCithat
the playore ow* boarding the coach, and that they
the Petersham load eido of the oar park with their once. After
a tine lapse of I+ minutes the other three care, also parkod on
Riorasond L1111, were to block the Nightingale Lane car park exit.
The drivers of the vehicles were then I. look than up and block
the path of the attack with their bodies. To complicate natters
further ROPER had ordered two 'skips' to arrive at the upper ear
park at 4 pia.
hi.P

,
3614 (2)
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5. There was insuffioiont time to discuss !tally many of the
facets of such a complicated scheme, such as methods of
signalling, og whether to wave red herdherchiefs, take costa
off &al put them es ate. VOSATHEAD volunteered the use of three
flares which he bad with him bat there team not much support for
this. (Later, at the car perk he lit ani threw a flare).
6
. Before departing for Richmond, ROBTXR gave out the telephone
embers of several solicitors and the BCCL. Bo destroyed all the
nets, he had nede,ebout the deqe astivitiee,scd told the ethare.that
if they were Amsted it sae eseestial that they should tellY.having
met together previesely ama eheal4 say that they had seesived a
note through the poet, estlieing the setios which bed bees planned.
Re added that this use he squeak say pe:sibility of a charge Ali
conspiracy.

7
. At about 3.15 em everyoss left tbo house, each ear leaking
its own way Is Riehmeed. as that a column of oars would not be
soon arriving together.
8
. By 3.55 pe all mare is their allotted poeitImmLemd_mleost
immediately he signal was received for RODUR smiprivracA640
leave. After 4 missies the other arra departed fbr-taw.- ghtingale
Lana exit. As they did no a lorry containing no empty-180de
turned in front of th.a and drove into the oar park. The three
cars followed and mart, confronted by a Police Officer, who made
no -Atm,' to step thos blocking the poaches exit. Tkey positioned
the care, looked the. and left, later he oin ether demonstrators
stAnding by the soothes with placards. It woeld_apsear_Akat_the
office,e presence is the oar park lied deterred i
Privacy
from caking any attempt at iasobilisinc the coaith. .
9
. The polies offiser was offered assistance froa local beildieg
workers, hotel staff and the rugby players in removiiey both the
Offending vehicles and the &egotist:rotors which he apparently
accepted.

10. A melee ensued with the demonstrators sitting no &Pi in frost
of the vehicle. while they ware being lifted. One of the hotel
s taff sueceeded is ripping off half the front bumper of ono ear
from its mounting. The eager of the vehicle, JonfOhan ROSATAIXAD
later accused the police offiper of doing the damage and
surprisingly the officer ecoopted responsibility for it.
1 1. RODIBR called upon the building workers to "atop this
foolishness", and anmenished them for faille( to comply with thso
TUC's ruling On apartheid. After about four or five einutee
police re—inforcements trrived and proceeded to arrest the
demonetrators.
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12. At the police statism there appeared to be little Sr no
animosity bitumen the police and the demonstrators, although thole
were *ono slight inJurise to both. Tbe primonsrs were allese4
rtIMLIVOIASit Of the sells mad the corridor and were served vith tea.
Priyamt_j_use alloyed to contact is 11RIIIKRO, solicitor,
agreed to represent all the defendants
Privacy
r
LPP
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 The prisoners wore bailed to appear
at Richmond Magistrates' Court om 15.5.72 at 10 sm."
U. Special Branch references aro given in the attaced
A ppendix.

;

HN298

astodttot
i
1
;.
Filk129.4
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-5f7titifit-tiiiistor
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W Spooial branob report et 16.542 emp000rolia
a doomotratioo *plant the departare of tbo Boollab
Rog* rf for South Africa on 12.542

Privacy

Zrnim

405A0/522

Jon&tht

at 405/68/166

Privacy

L.
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SUBJECT

Court
Proceedinga...

I was present this day at 10.am at Richmond
1.
M agistrates' Court when fourteen persons appeared
charged with obstructing the highway on Friday 12th May
1 972 on the occasion of the departure of the English
Rugby Team from the Star 4 Garter Hotel, Richmond.

Reference to Papers

2
.

The fourteen were:-

Privacy

Christabel Barbara GURNEY (24.6.43)

Privacy

ii

Ernest ROMER (12.5.37)

Privacy

.
Michael Peter SCOTT L Privacy_j
16, Wetherby Gardens;57

ii
i
ii
MA40-0605/MH

W112

.
i

i

Privacy
Jonathan Vivian ROSENHEAD (21.9.3d)

Privacy

i
_
..
.

i

i
j
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2.

3
.
All pleaded 'Not Guilty' to the charge as a
reedit of which police asked for a remand on ball
(each defendant in his/her own recogisance of £5) until
1 4th June 1972 at 10 am at Mortlake Magistrates' Court
Thie
so that police could be legally represented.
wee duly granted. All the defendants indicated they
would apply for legal aid.

L.

Special Branch references are given in the
attached Apyendix.

D Smith
ergean

Submitted:

Chief Inspector.

CHIEF SUPERINTSNDENT.
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AP?aNDIX to Special Branch report of 15.5.72 concerning
proceedings at Richmond Magistrates' Court on the ease
day.

Privacy

L.
Christabel 7. CUR4gY

RP'. 405/70/17

Privacy

Itrneat At..;)

4kb/6,-W5d .

:rt

4Q5/66/t66

J onathan V. ACCaNHeAD
Michael P. :.;c0TT

5ou/iMie0/694A

Privacy
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METROPOLITAN POLICE—SPECIAL BRANCH
TELEPHONE IVIESSAGE
.Ch. Supt. "TR"

From

Serial

No.......
12.5.72

Date
Date_
Commander Special •Branch

To

2140

Tune

eECIAL BRANCH Fl
1M CWECT ION UITN A
tE F3LLOUINC, PERSONS
lw,3IRAT ION A0,A I GST THE BR I T I SH L I CJNS TOUR OF SOUTH
LCA AND HAVE 3CE4 CHANED WITH WILFULL OBSTRUCTION.
HAVE BEEN BAILED TO APPEAR TR COURT ON 15.5.72. AT 18AM.

Privacy

4
T
81 CH/II:JIM:3EL DAPBARA QUXiaMISS) 24.8.4). HANTS

56 866.

Privacy

„If
Privacy

•

5a

.;U
r!

Privacy
UKEZ-FETER-SUUn--TN7T : privacy

C.$

e•

F-BLeTcmai 6' 1°'

*;t5 WdTATROY QARBENS. SW 5.
Privacy

1
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Copies
Coolest°
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Initials of Reserve Sergeant/Duty OfficeMir
M
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